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Image: referring to the extraordinary Hsw Really things are considered the gold standard, but in buildings, there are growing green standards to meet and exceed. See if your own knowledge of this topic is up to the code with this quiz. TRIVIA Is Your Reading Up to SAT Standards? 7 Minutes Quiz 7 Min PERSONALITY Can We Guess Which NFL Team Do
You Grow Up Watching? 5 Minutes Quiz 5 Min TRIVIA Do You Know The Word Military Code? 6 Minutes Quiz 6 Min PERSONALITY Do You Know Your Color Code Personality? 5 Minutes Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY Can We Guess Cut Your Wedding Ring? 5 Minutes Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY Choose Your Favorite Country Singer and We'll Guess Where
You Grow 5 Minutes Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY Build Home From Up To Up And We'll Guess Your Relationship Status 5 Minutes Personal 5 Quiz Purity Pretends You're a Kid Again and We'll Guess What Your Job Has 5 Minutes Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY Can We Feel Where You 5 Minutes Quiz 5 Min TRIVIA 'How I Met Your Mother' : Bro Code Quiz 5
Minutes Quiz 5 Min How much do you know about dinosaurs? What is the octane rating? And how do you use the right noun? Lucky for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award-winning website offers a reliable and understandable explanation of how the world works. From fun quizzes that bring joy to your day, to attracting photography and
interesting lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how stuff works, other times, we ask you, but we're always exploring the name of fun! Because learning is fun, so stick with us! Playing quizzes is free! We send trivia questions and personality tests every week to your inbox. By clicking Register you agree to our
privacy policy and confirming that you are 13 years of age or older. Copyright © 2021 InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, a System1 Company Research on the benefits of fish oil for hair growth and health is limited. That said, eating a balanced diet ... By Jessica MigalaDecember 09, 2020Face yoga can help reduce premature signs of skin aging, such as fine lines
and wrinkles. Here's a limited look... By Moira LawlerOctober 13, 2020Stocking on quality skin care products is essential for achieving healthy skin, but so does pay attention ... By Moira LawlerOctober 09, 2020 Additional intake of collagen will not lead to weight loss, but it can help smooth wrinkles, improve joint health,... By Jessica MigalaSeptember 08,
2020Try product, and these skin care habits for smoother skin, plumbers, and healthy today. ... By Jessica MigalaAugust 28, 2020A regular stretching routine increases flexibility, increases energy, and helps you avoid pain, tension, and injury ... By Jessica MigalaOctober 08, 2020These no weight training equipment required can help you build strength, burn
fat, prevent injury, and improve ... By Moira LawlerSeptember 01, 2020Strong glutes, quads, and will help you avoid injury, improve athletic performance, and move more easily ... By Moira LawlerAugust 14, 2020What makes a suitable exercise for fat burning? It's all about the level of intensity. Learn how to do it and best ... By Moira LawlerAugust 14,
2020We all requires a mixture of strength, aerobics, and mobility exercise. But if you have a long, lean ectomorph of body type ... By Jessica MigalaAugust 12, 2020People has been practicing yoga for thousands of years. And today millions of people still practice dozens... Most of us know that yoga is a great way to reduce stress and stretch your muscles,
but is it heavy enough ... If you are looking to develop your yoga practices or are still looking for a suitable style for you, chances are ... As an early bird, sleep seven to eight hours a day, and do not have frequent bouts of insomnia, snoring, or... By Becky UphamDecember 03, 2020Heading to sleep and wake up at the same time each day benefits your
health and improves the quality of your sleep... By Jessica MigalaNovember 24, 2020As the shift in time and the days become shorter, changes are bound to have an impact on your mood, energy ... By Lauren BedoskyOctober 27, 2020How does sleep tracking devices actually work, and what technology can tell us about our health? Trackers can... By Moira
LawlerAugust 18, 2020Is is there a diet that promotes good sleep? Does certain foods help you close your eyes? There is some evidence to suggest ... By Markham HeidMarch 04, 2020Hugs and kisses are sensual but they also release oxytocin spearhed by the pituitary gland and also known ... By Laurie Sue BrockwayJune 09, a 2020From qualification for
comfort, there are a number of factors to consider when choosing a sex therapist. Here's ... By Catherine PearsonMarch 09, 2020Talking about sex or sexual health problems can be challenging for many people. Sex therapist is a licensed mental health ... By Catherine PearsonMarch 05, 2020Sexual personal care has been linked to a variety of health
benefits, from pain relief and reducing stress to promoting... By Kaitlin SullivanFebruary 12, 2020The sex toy industry is largely unregulated, making safety when using sex toys a topic of anxiety. From body-safe... By Catherine PearsonFebruary 12, 2020 Levelstress given the next presidential election is at an all-time high. Here are some expert strategies ...
By Kaitlin SullivanSeptember 18, 2020Stress can take its toll on your physical, mental, and emotional health. Di got enough sleep, ... By Lorie A. ParchJune 25, 2020Everyday Health Senior Editor Amy Kraft shared her personal story hit by a car at the age of 16, suffering... By Amy KraftFebruary 06, 2020Everyday Health is working with health experts and
researchers at The Ohio State University to better understand... By Abby EllinOctober 09, 2019Discover our special tips and correspondent stories to share when it comes to bouncing back from adversity ... By The Health Editor EverydaySeptember 25, 2019In this episode of Boxed In, we are talking to a psychiatrist and former president of the American
Medical Association of Patrice... By Maureen ConnollyNovember 10, 2020Patrice Harris, MD, new medical editor of Health Every day chief, thinks mental health care should be part of... By Abby EllinNovember 02, 2020In episode 3 season 2 video series 'Boxed In' Health Daily, Brian Fallon, MD, speaks to Everyday... By Maureen ConnollyNovember 02,
2020In episode 2 season 2 of the video series 'Boxed In' Health Daily, covid-19 victims survived Fiona Lowenstein and... By Maureen ConnollyOctober 21, 2020A a list of mental health resources where Black Americans can turn for help. By Melba NewsomeOctober 21, 2020Setting and meeting financial expectations can improve your general well-being.
Money problems often associated with cancer care are often referred to as financial inflammation. Expression... Aloe vera is an impressive natural remedy that is widely available. But the benefits are anything but normal! From... By Valencia HigueraOctober 05, 2020 Celebrity hypnotherapist Kimberly Friedmutter teaches you how to use hypnosis to harness
subconscious power... By Sullivan Fund KilroyAugust 27, 2019Deep breathing is a form of meditation. Research shows that meditation can reduce anxiety, sharp memory, treat ... By Brianna MajsiakJune 22, 2018Sound baths act like meditation, by active listening leads to deep rest and relaxation. This form ... By Kate JacksonApril 02, 2018 Thanks to
Digg.com, I stumbled across God's new online sitcom, Inc. Best described as an Office in heaven, a comedy revolving around various departments working for God, such as Population Control and Miracles. The show brings office politics to the divine works and a huge picture of life on earth. There are two online episodes and writer/director Francis Stokes
promises more. Check it out: God, Inc. Your browser does not support playing this file but you can still download MP3 files to play locally. Madhumita Murgia spoke to Kathryn Parsons about her work in promoting digital literacy through the company she co-founded, Decoded, which aims to teach people to code in a day. Transcripts for this podcast are
currently unavailable, see our accessibility guide. Get a warning on Tech Tonic when a new story is published Follow the topic in this podcast Q1-here is the code for picaxe 08m2 will work or something wrong Q2-to repeat the code what value I need for coil FOR I have considered it to be 0 to 0 KOD--------- &lt;4&gt; main: if pinc.4 = 1 then utama2 if pinc.0 =
1 then main3 if pinc.1 = 1 then main4 goto utama2:for b0 = 0 to 0 play 2.0 so on b0 main pause 2000 main goto3:for b0 = 0 0 0 play the next 2.1 b0 pause 2000 main goto4:for b0 = 0 to 0 play the next 2.3 b0 pause 2000 main goto This is part of a two-part series. Read part two here. I.In goethe's big poem, while Faust walks with Margaret at an eventide in
the park, she asks her questions about her religion. It's long since he was crushed or attended a mass; does he, then, believe in God?—a simple question to answer with yes easily, not for the form in which it is placed. The great scholar and fine thinker, who has delved into the deepest mines of philosophy and came forward weary and heavy-laden with their
boastful treasures, has devised a very different concept of God from being entertained by priests at confession or altar, and how he makes this intelligible Who will make bold , yet who bathes the feeling a man can bring himself to throw away much-needed belief for rational and healthy work of the mind? As long as the dome of heaven is calmly raised above
our heads and the earth is firmly transmitted under our feet; while the stars lasted the course in their large orbit and lover of gazes with inevitable softness into the eyes of him who loved him, - for so long, faust said, must our hearts go out towards Him who is upholding and made up of it all. Name or describe as we may be world retention, the facts remain
there, far above our understanding, yet most obviously and most real of all facts. To name and describe it, to bring it in a theoretical formula or belief, is but to veil its glory, when the brightness of heaven is triggered in fog and smoke. This has a pleasant sound to Margaret's ears. It reminds him of what parson sometimes says, even touched in very different
phrases; yet he remained uncomfortable and unhappy. His thoughts are traced to the presence of an idea that admits to being too great for him to understand. He felt the need for some concrete symbols that could be easily understood; and he hopes that his lover has learned the bad lessons from Mephistopheles.The difficulties here of margaret baseball
must be doubtful by everyone when faced with the thoughts by which the highest human mind has sought to expose the hidden life of the universe and interpret its meaning. It's a lot of difficulty, and those who overcome it a little indeed. Most people content themselves through life with a set of concrete formulas about God, and earnestly as an atheist of all
concepts that compressed within the narrow limits of their beliefs. For the great mass of men the idea of God is quite overlapping and by the symbolic ceremonies and indebted doctrine that have grown up in the course of long religious historic developments. All such ritues and doctrines have a one-off, beautiful and inspiring or horrible meaning and
forbidding, and many of them still maintain it. But whether it doesn't mean or full of interests, men have wildly stick to them, as ship-four seamers cling to solitary drift cramps giving the promise of recusing themselves from threatening death. These symbols of concrete have been argued and championed until they seem to be religious needs; and new months
and sabbaths, council decrees and articles of faith, have stimulates the place of living God. However, in every stage of theory or discovery—however, in-depth theistics in the actual imports—who have thrown credited upon those symbols were maintained as religious subversives, and their advocate was revised and persecuted. Of course, it is inevitable that
this should be so. To the half-educated minds of the theory of Divine actions touched in the form of legends, in which God is described as entertaining human purposes and torn down by human passion, not only incomprehensible, but impressive. It resurrects emotions, it speaks to the liver, it threatens sinfulness with wrath to come or heal the injured spirit
with a sweet consolation whistle. However the myth of the farm where it is presented, however literally falsely the statements consisting of it, seem very real and large. Only to the extent that it is raw concrete, only to the extent its term can be clearly realized by a common mind, does such the theory seem heavy and true. On the other hand, the theory of
divine action that, throwing as far as possible the help of concrete symbols, attempts to include in the range of endless complex operations that forever occur throughout the length and breed of the universe that is known, - such the theory is to an incomprehensible common mind. It evakes no emotions for not being understood. Although it may be the nearest
estimate with the truth by which human intellect is currently capable, although the statements consisting may be strictly based on facts of nature, it will however seem clearly untrue and unattractive. The most boring farmer can understand you when you tell him that honey is sweet, while the assertion that the circumference ratio of the circles for its diameter
can be expressed by the formula π = 3.14139 will sound as a gibberish in his ear; yet the truth contained in the last statement is far more implied with every act of life if he only knows, from the truth specified in the container. So the most modest children may know enough to enjoy a Hebrew legend check burning, but only the most grahy scholars can begin to
understand the character The big problem for which Spinoza struggled when he had so much to say about the naturans and natura natura. For all these reasons all attempts to study God as revealed in the work of the visible universe, and to characterize the divine activity in terms of those obtained from the study, have met with frustration, otherwise with
obloquy. In place of a less understandable formula for one that is easier to understand, they seem to fry the idea of God and reduce it to an empty abstatection. There are further reasons for addiction to which the study is usually considered. The theories of divine actions accepted as orthodoxy by people of any age were bewilt to them by their fingerprints of
an earlier age. They were originally framed with reference to assumed facts that continuously advance knowledge discriminate and set aside. Every step forward in physical science obliges us to contemplate the universe from a relatively changing point of view, so that the shared relationship of its parts continues to change as in the ever-shifting landscape.
The notion of the world and its makers for which we started by and by proving unsatisfactory and unsatisfactory; they no longer fit the general scheme of our knowledge. Therefore men who were tested to the old impressions quickly sounded the alarm. They will fains prevent us from taking a step forward that leads us to a new point of view. Beware of
science, they cry, lest with dazzling discoveries and adventurous speculation it robs us of the comfort of our soul and leaves us in an unrepentant world. Such in every age has cried a more embarrassed and stopping spirit; and fear they have found a clear confirmation in the behavior of very different thinking classes. Since there are those who live in
addiction remain a time when science will remove God from the world, so, on the other hand, there are those who look forward to such a period of time, and in the discomfort they continue to start and declare that in the end it has come. There are those who indeed learn lessons from Mephistopheles, a passion that forever denies. These are those who say in
their hearts, No God, and congratulate themselves that they will die like beer bread. Rushing into a holiest arc of philosophy, even where angels fear the tread, they put hold every new discovery in science that changes our view of the universe, and announces it as a crown victory for materialists, - a victory that celebrates a happy day when atheism becomes
all human beings. It is given that that astronomers, chemists, or anatomists, whose purpose is an impassioned examination of evidence and impassioned phenomenal studies, can pronounce prayers, God, save me from my friends! Therefore through age after it's far away with the discovery of men in science, and with their thoughts about God and the soul. It
was so in the days of Galileo and Newton, and we've found it to be so in the days of Darwin and Spencer. The theology declares, if the planet is held by gravity and tangential momentum, and if the highest form of life has been developed by natural selection and direct adaptation, then the universe is coordinated by blind power, and nothing is left for God to
do: how implied and horrible the thought! Even so, echoing favorite atheists, Lamettrie or Büchner, days; The universe, it seems, always gets without God, and accordingly there is: how noble and cheering thoughts! And so age after their age is wrong, with their eyes turning away from light, the world goes into greater and greater knowledge even if they are,
and not losing trust, for all the darkers these lawyers can say. As in the time roaring loom web an endless weaving event, each strand should make more and more clearly visible god's lifewear. * *At any time since men have been heartbroken on earth have their impressions about the universe experiencing such a big change as in the century that we are now
approaching the end. Never before has previously had knowledge increased rapidly; never before was philosophical speculation so actively carried out, or the results were so widespread. It is an organic evolutionary feature that many progressive tendencies, for a long time are incomprehensible, now and then united to bring about interesting and apparently
sudden changes; or a set of forces, quietly accumulating in one direction, at length opens several new reservolls of force, and suddenly inaugurates a series of new phenomena, when the water rises in the tank until its overflow sets whining the tooth wheel system. It may be that Nature doesn't make Ieaps, but in this way he is now and then makes very long



progress. It is in this way that organic developmental journeys are marked here and there by unforgettable epochs, which seem to open a new chapter in the history of the universe. There was such an epoch when a normal lover of ascidian and amfasi first showed the rudimentary effect of the vertebral column. There was such an epoch when the initial
amfestation bladder began to work as a lung. The biggest of all, since the epoch, still hidden from our ken, when organic life began on the surface of the world, was the birth of that new era when, through stunning changes toward natural selection work, Humanity appeared on the scene. In the career of the human race, we can also point to a period in the it
has become clear that a major progress has been taken. Such periods mark the history of mankind, when, after the age of the countless desultory tribal wars, men manage to unite into a comparatively stable society, and through written language begins to submit to the posterity of their thought records and deeds. Since that morning historical tell there has
been no such strong era marked, no changes have been so fast or so far in the circumstances of human life, because that began with the great maritime discovery of the 15th century, and approached its peak to the day. In the early stages of this modern era was predicted by the sporadic achievements of human intellect, great in themselves, and led to
great results as dare not dream. Such achievements are printing creations, telescopes and microscopes, Descartes geometry, Newton astronomy, Huyghens physics, Harvey physiology. Therefore, the sense of mankind is enlarged because the way the registration has been completed; he became able to extend the physical inference from earth to the sky;
and he made his first acquanance with a glowing ether that by and by revealing the intimate structure of things in remote areas beyond microscope power to penetrate. It is only in the present century that the area of change at once began to be brought about has become apparent. Human intellectal scientific achievement is no longer sporatic; they follow
each other, such as organized and systematic conquest of resistant troops. Each new finding becomes at once a strong execution in the hands of indebted workers, and each year wins over fresh areas of the universe from the unknown. Our own generation has become so disliked for this procession of unwanted discoveries that we already take it as a
matter quite of course. Our minds become easily dead to real imports, and the examples we cite in the illustrations it has air of triteness. We rarely need to be reminded that all the progress made in the locomotions, from the days of Nebuchadnezzar to those of Andrew Jackson, is as opposed to the changes that have been brought in within a few years by
the introduction of trains. In these times, when the Puck has fulfilled a boastful and puts a girdle about the earth in forty minutes, we haven't yet, perhaps, in danger of forgetting that a century hasn't passed since he who caught lightning on his kite placed in the grave. Yet the lessons of these facts, as well as the rotating wheels of grandmothers standing by
the fire of the living room, are good to remember. The change in it is explained since Penelope pedaled her distaff much lower than it had happened in memory of living men. The development of machinery, which has worked like a miracle, has largely changed the political state of human society, so that large republics like the United States are now as snug
and compact and easily managed as small Switzerland in the eighteenth century. The number of men who can live in certain areas of the surface of the earth has multiplied manifold, and while the mass of human life has increased, its value has simulumably enhanced. In various applications of physical theory to industrial art, countless minds, classes
formerly not achieved by scientific thinking at all, are now brought into daily contact with the operation of complex and delicate things, and their thought habits thus particularly modified. Meanwhile, in higher areas of chemistry and progress molecular physics have been such that no description can do it justice. When we reflect that the fourth generation barely
has time to appear on the scene since Priestley found that there are things like oxygen, we stand awestruck before a pile of strict chemical sciences that have been reared in this brief interval. Our knowledge thus gained molecular structure and atoms the matter has been sufficient to model the concept of our universe from start to finish. The case of
molecular physics is equally interesting. The theory of energy conservation, and the discovery that light, heat, electricity, and magnetite are different air-conditioned modes of undulatory movements changed from each other, not yet fifty years. In physical astronomy we remained until 1839 confined to the limits of the solar system, and also here Newtonia's
theory has not yet won its crown success in the discovery of the Neptune planet. For the day we not only measure the distance and movement of many stars, but by way of spectrum analysis can tell what they are doing. It's more than a century since the nebular hypothesis, for which we explain the development of an outstanding system, first mentioned by
Immanuel Kant; but it is only in thirty years that it has been generally adopted by astronomers, and among the external illustrations of its vital integrity there is nothing more unusual than surviving like the enlargement of our knowledge. Coming to a geological study of changes that have occurred on the surface of the earth, it was in 1830 that Sir Charles Lyell
published a book that first put this study on a scientific basis. Cuvier's classification of the past and present forms of animal life, which lays the same foundations of comparative anatomy and palæontology, came but slightly earlier. The doctrine of Schleiden and Schwann cells, before modern biology that cannot be said to have existed, dates from 1839; and it
was only ten years earlier the scientific treatment of the embryo began with Von Baer. Currently twenty-six years have not passed since Darwin's epoch manufacturing job was first announced to the world of natural selection discoveries. In the cycle of study immediately concerned with human career, progress rates are no less spectacular. The scientific study
of human speech may be said to start overnight insights that brought Friedrich Schlegel in 1808 to detect the relatives between the Aryan languages. From this beginning to Fick and Ascoli's research in our own time, the quantity of achievements accompanies any physical science can show. The study of comparative mythology, which has cast that light over
human primitive thinking, is young, - still, indeed, at the beginning. The application of comparative methods for legal and customs investigations, political and ecclesiastical and industrial systems, has been carried out for thirty years; yet the results that we have obtained are obliged to rewrite human history in all its stages. archæogists's great achievements—
the decimal of the Egyptian hieroglyph and cuneiform inscriptions in Assyria and Persia, which stretched out entirely to the century of petty, discovery and classification of primeval implementations and artwork in all parts of the world—owned almost entirely into the nineteenth century. These findings, which have doubled for us historic periods, have been
united by relatively modern geological revelations about the ancient glaciation of the medium zone, to give us an estimated idea of the age of the human race and the circumstances that attend its fire on earth. With that in mind, it has become possible to get something like a comprehensive view guideline on the history of creation, from the earliest stages of
condensation of our solar nebula to a very time where we live, and to conclude from the evolutionary characteristics of the past some of the most common tendencies of the future. All the accumulation of physical and historical knowledge does not fail to react to our study of the human mind itself. In a centuries-old score logic book between Aristotle and
Whately saw less advanced than a few years between Whately and Mill. In the work psychology Fechner and Wundt and Spencer belong to the age in which we now live. When for all these various achievements we add what has been done in a critical study of literature and art, classical and biblical philosophy, and metaphoric and theology, illustrating from
a fresh point of view of the history of the human mind, the number becomes almost too broad to understand. This century, some have called the age of iron, also the age of ideas, eras of searching and finding as previously unknown. It's a dwarf grandeur epoch all the others that can be named since the beginning of the historic period, otherwise since Man
first became a distinctive human being. In their mental habits, in their methods The investigation, and in data on their orders, people nowadays who have been kept entirely in tandem with the scientific movement separated from men whose education ended in 1830 by a very wide gulf than ever divided a generation of male progressives from their
predecessors. The intellectual development of the human race has suddenly, almost suddenly, raised to a higher aircraft than it has proceeded from the primitive days of troglodyte to the days of our great grandparents. It is the characteristic of this higher development aircraft that progress that until lately so slow must be fast. Male minds are getting flexible,
resistance to innovation is weakening, and our intellectual demands are increasingly breeding, while the way their satisfaction is increasing. Broad as we have just gone through in check, the gaps in our knowledge are enormous, and every problem is solved but opens up a dozen new problems that await solutions. In such circumstances there is no possibility
that the last word will soon be said on any subject. In the eyes of the twenty-first century science of the nineteenth will doubtless look very debris and raw. But those on that day, and all the time to come, will no doubt the point of returning to age only died as the opening of a new dispensation, the dawn of an era in which human intellectual development was
raised to a higher aircraft than it had continued. Since inevitable findings are only required, we find ourselves in the midst of a huge revolution in human thinking. Time-honored beliefs lose their hold on men; ancient symbols are shorn their values; everything is called into question. Today's controversy is not like before. It is no longer a hermeneutical question,
no longer a struggle between the abstruse dogma of a rival church. The religion itself is called enough to show why it needs to further demand our loyalty. There are those who deny the existence of God. There are those who will describe the human psychology as a mere group of fleet phenomena attendants when the collocation of retail particles matters.
And there are many others who, without committing themselves to atheist and materialist positions, however come to regard religion as practically sidelined from human affairs. No religious belief has ever been created by humans to harmonize in all its characteristics with modern knowledge. All those beliefs are built by reference to the theories of the
universe that are now truly and hopelessly discrete. How, then, asked, amid the general wretched old beliefs, we hope that religious attitudes where over time immemorial we have been loved to contemplate the universe can be Maintained? Isn't belief in God perhaps the childhood dream of our race, like belief in ourselves and bogarts ever no less universal?
and isn't modern science quickly destroying the rest because it has destroyed the rest? These are the questions we daily hear asking, sometimes with flippant disappointment, but often with anxious addiction. Given that they are temporary worth checking the idea of God, because it has been treated by humans from the earliest age, and because it is affected
by the knowledge of the universe that we have gained in recent times. If we find in that idea, as understood by the unexpected thinkers in antiquities, elements that still survive the broadest and deepest common of modern times, we have the strongest reason to believe that the idea is permanent and the answer to Reality Remains. It is expected that the
concept of Deity being revealed from the primitive man has to undergo serious renovations. If it can be shown that an important element of this concept must survive a great addition to our knowledge that has distinguished the present age above all the rest since humans become humans, then we may believe that it will last as long as humans survive;
because it is unlikely that it can be called to pass a worse ordeal. All this will appear in a still-strong light, when we have set the general characteristics of the modifications that God has passed through, and the nature of the opposition between old and the new knowledge we now face. After these discussions we are now to enter, and we will find it leading us
to the conclusion that throughout all the possible progress in human knowledge, to the extent we can see, the important position of theism must remain in no hurry. * * Our argument may reasonically begin with an investigation into the sources of ideas contained and forms that have been universally assumed among untidy men. The most primitive elements
that contain it are une doubtful of reliance on something beyond ourselves. We are born in a world made up of the awful forces of our lives, and where we can carry out no control. The individual man can indeed make his volition count for a bit in modifying the course of events, but this end is necessarily a strict, non-stop disinfectant to power that cannot be
erected. To the behavior of this external power our actions must be adapted under the death penalty. And on the grounds no less assertive than we believe in any external whatsoever, we recognise that these forces are washing we, and will survive after we disappear from the scene. No one considers that he makes the world for himself, so that it is born and
dies with him. Each perforce contemplates the world as something that is available independently of — as something he has come from, and where he goes; and for his arrival and coming, as well as for what he did during part of the world, he relied on something that wasn't himself. Between ancient and modern humans, between children and adults, there is
no significant difference in the recognition of the fundamental facts of life. Primitive people cannot, indeed, express the case in this general form, any more than one young child can express it, but the facts protected by that statement are as real to him because they are to us. Primitive people know any world, in a modern sense of the word. The concept of
broad power consensus, which we call the world, or the universe, is a relatively late result of culture; it is only achieved through age of experience and reflection. Such an idea lies beyond the horizons of primitive people. But although he knows not the world, he knows the bits and pieces of it; or, to change the expression, he has a small world, chaos and
debris enough, but full of dreaded reality for him. He knows what it is to deal from birth until death with power is far greater than himself. To clarify these forces, to make their actions in any wise, he has but one resource available; and this is so obvious that he cannot fail to use it. The only source of action he knows nothing, because it is the only resource
located within himself, is human irignant; and in this regard, after all, the primeval-saving philosophy is not so far removed from modern scientific thinkers. The primitive person can see that his own actions are prompted by desire and driven by intelligence, and he should be the same as the sun and the wind, frost and lightning. All the outside forces, to the
extent that they come into a visible relationship with his life, he is personified as those of great who will be slapped or pasted. This main philosophy, once universal among men, has lasted deep into the historic period, and it is only slowly and little by little that it has been surprised by the most civilized race. Indeed, the majority of half-civilised humans have no
way yet as set aside, and among the austerity tribes we can still see it continue in all its original atrocities. In everyone's myths, greeks and Hindus and Norsemen as well as North American Indians and residents in the South Sea archipelago, we find the sunset as archery or adventure, cloud as a giant bird, the most modest as a consuming dragon; and the
stories of gods and heroes, as well as trolls and fairies, consist of scattered and distorted myths of nature, for which primitive meaning has long been forgotten when modern scholarship acuproction puts it vulnerable. In all these people who are physical phenomena Prehistory lovers are strongly helped by ghost theories that may be the earliest speculative
efforts of the human mind. Tourists now and then report the existence of a male race are quite devastating to religion, or what observers have learned to recognize as religion; but no one has ever found a man's race that has no faith in the ghost. The mass of raw inference that forms the philosophy of nature's savage is largely based on the hypothesis that
each human being has another self, two, or wrath, or ghost. This other hypothesis of self-hypothesis, which serves to take into account the adventures of savage while sleeping in strange soil and among strange people, works also to account for the presence in the dreams of parents, friends, or enemies, who are known to die and be buried. Another dreamer
meets and chats with the other selves of his dead brother, joining them in the hunt, or sitting with them to a wild cannibal banquet. Therefore, there is a belief in the ever-existing world of ghosts, - a belief that the entire untidy human experience goes to strengthen and expand. Countless stories and superstitions of rescue races show that other self-hypotheses
are used to explain the phenomenon of hysteria and epilepsy, shadows, echoes, and even facial reflections and gestures in water still. It's not only men, more so, who are provided with other selves. Dumb beasts and plants, rock hatching and arrows, clothing and food articles, all of which have their ghosts; and when the dead chief was buried, his wives and
servants, his dogs and horses, were killed to look after him company, and weapons and trinkets were placed in his tomb for use in the soil of the spirit. Places of primitive male burial, age before dawn of history, testify to the great antiquities of this austerity philosophy. From this wholesale belief in ghosts to the interpretation of wind or lightning as an animated
person by a swoled soul and blessed with passion and quasi-human purpose, the move is not a long one. The last impression grows almost inevitable from the former, so that all men, without exception, have entertained it. That the superpower that uproots trees and drives storm clouds across the sky should resemble a human psyche is to save inevitable
inferences. If the fire burns its hut, it is because the fire is the one who has a soul, and is angry with it, and needs to be coated into a better atmosphere by means of prayer or sacrifice. He has no alternative but considers the flames of the souls as something similar to the human psychology; his philosophy makes no difference between ghosts and demons or
demonstrations of elements. It is in line with this primitive theory of things that are the earliest forms of religious worship developed. In all men, to the extent that can be determined, determined, is a lover's worship. Another dead tam chief continued after death to watch the interests of the tribe, to defend it against enemy attacks, to reward brave warriors, and
punish traitors and cowards. His favours must be disseminated with such ceremonies where a subject does not pay tribute to the living ruler. If offended by intangible ignorance or treatment, defeat in combat, damage caused by floods or fire, famine visits or pests, was interpreted as a sign of his anger. Thus, spirits that animate the forces of nature are often
identified with ghosts of lovers, and myths are filled with confusion effects. In the Vedic religion of pitris, or father, live in the sky along with Yama, the pitry of human origin. They are very busy with the weather; they send rain to refresh the thirst earth, or anon pokes paddy fields until the crops fish drought; and they rushed together in roaring tempias, like the
weird host of wild hunter Wodan. To the ancient Greeks the blue sky of Uranos is the father of gods and men, and throughout this antiquities mingled ancestors' worship with nature is common. With the systematic development of ethnicity, in some instances the lovers remain dominant, such as the Chinese, Japanese, and Romans; in others, polytheism is
based on nature gained supremacy, such as hindus and Greeks, and our own teutonic finger grandmothers. The great dignity of the Hellenic pantheon is all those that are physical phenomena. On a relatively late date Rome practiced this disrehonity, and paid to them fashionable and literary honors; but his sole and heartfelt ceremony are the ones he
worships surplus and penates in the privacy of his home. His hospitable treatment of vanishing people's gods is a symptom that attracts a variety of local antiquities that insure their mutual destruction, and provides a path for their absorption into a much larger and more true system. * * As excuses to the Romans, in the expo as it is now, not without its
importance. It is partly through the political situation that a truly stressful idea has been developed from the ghost theory of chaos and debris and the naturality of the main world. For a possible frame of various concepts, the idea of God, man comes but slowly. The worship of nature and the worship of lovers in this early days is afraid of the therism. In their
recognition of human utter dependence on something beyond himself, which has not been entirely unlike himself, these primitive religions contain important germs in which they develop; but it is far from ghost propitiation and adorer increasingly to God's infinite worship and indefinitely, the maker of heavenly heaven earth, where we live, and move, and have
us. Before men can arrive at such a concept, it is necessary for them to get some important ideas of the heavens and the earth; it is necessary for them to frame, however insufficient, the concept of a physical universe. Such concepts were achieved by civilised people before the Christian era, and by the extraordinary start-up Greeks were made in general
and interpretation of the physical phenomenon. Alexandria's intellectual atmosphere, for two centuries before and three centuries after the Christ age, is more modern than anything that followed up into the days of Bacon and Descartes; and all the leaders of Greek thought since the Anaxagoras had almost or loved monotheists. Since the natural
phenomenon is general, gods or superhuman causes are considered to be their common source, so that the concept of nature as a whole gives rise to the concept of a single God as a writer and ruler of nature; and in accordance with the arrangement of his occurrence, the event of this Deity still belongs to psychiatic properties, and in some ways such as to
Man.But there is another cause, besides scientific generality, that causes the male mind against monotheism. The concept of tutelar denuity, which is a practical feature of the most prominent ancestors, is directly affected by the political development of antiquities people. As tribes were consolidated into countries, the tribe's tutelar gods became public, or the
gods of some prominent factions came to replace his colleagues, until the result was the only national god, initially considered the greatest among the gods, after which he was the only God. The most interesting example of this development method is capable of the Hebrew concept of Jehovah. The most primitive form of Hebrew reunion that can be seen in
the Old Evidence is fetichism, or very raw polytheism, in which ancestors of worship become more prominent than nature-worship. Initially teraphim, or tutelar household god, plays an important role, but nature, such as Baal and Moloch and Astarte, is widely performed. It was the plural elohim that created the earth, and her children visited the daughters of
antediluvian boys. The tutelar god, Jehovah, was originally thought to be one of the elohim; then as chief among the elohim, and God the host of heaven. Through his favor the chosen prophets overcame the Baal prophets, he was greater than the gods of the neighbors, he was the only true god, and therefore eventually he was thought of as the only God,
and his name became a symbol of monotheism. Jews have always been one of the most talented races in the world. In the old days they developed fierce citizenship, and to earnestly and depth their ethical feelings everyone else. The Jehovah concept stated in the writings of the prophet is the most loftiest god concept anywhere achieved before the time of
Christ; in the ethical value it is by massively past anything to be found in the pantheon of the Greeks and Romans. It is natural that the concept of such decorations should be adopted around the roman world. At the beginning of the Christian era the classic polytheism has well- nigh losing its hold on the minds of men; its value has become literary, as a mere
collection of beautiful stories; it has begun its descendants into the humble realm of those lore. For wanting nothing better, people have been recals to elaborate Eastern ceremonies, or satisfied them- selves with domestic worship of a time honored lareser and penates. Yet their thoughts have been cooked for some kind of monotheism, and so that the
Jewish concept should come generally adopted it is only necessary that it should be released from the limitations of its citizenship, and that Jehovah should be designated as the Retention of the universe and the Father of all human beings. This is done by Jesus and Paul. The theory of Divine action implied across the gospel and epistles is the first complete
monotheism achieved by humans, or at least by that part of which our modern civilization has gone down. Here for the first time we have the idea of God being relegated from a limited state that has unravelled in all ethnic antiquities religions. Individual thinkers here and have, in doubt, achieved the same true concept, as kleanthes pointed out in sublime
hymn to Zeus; but it is now for the first time set in any discreet way to win the resentment from ordinary people as well as philosophers, and to make its way into the hearts of all human beings. Its acceptance has intensified, and its hold on humanity is reinforced immediately, by the wonderful ethical teachings in which Jesus disseminates it, - that teaching,
so often misunderstanding, yet deeply true, which announces the time when Man will remove the burden of his bestial estate, and the strife and grief should cease from the earth. We will see that in its fundamental characteristics the theism of Jesus and Paul is true that it must last as long as humans survive. Statement changes can change that outward
appearance, but the truth kernel will remain the same forever. But the transitional body of religious doctrine known as Christianity at times contains many unknowns with this pure theism, and many have shown itself to be ependamal in its hold on men. Changes from polytheism to monotheism cannot be achieved carefully at once. As a Christianity spread in
the Roman world, it is escalused by the impressions and observations of the pagans, and the same processes occurred during of the Teutonic barbarians. Yuletide and Easter and other church holidays are directly adopted from old nature; the satisfaction of the tutelar household god survived in a paid tribute to the patron; and the Berecynthian mother's
worship continues on the warriors of Maria. Even the name of God, used to God along Teutonic Christendom, seems nothing more or less than Wodan, the person whose storm-wind, highest dishes of our pagan finger grandmothers. That Christianity is supposed to retain the name and symbol and ceremony belonging to heathen antiquities is inevitable.
Christian systemism is the work of some of the loftiest minds ever to appear on earth; but it has been adopted by millions of men and women, all degrees of knowledge and ignorance, brightness and impurities, spirituality and rude, and this leads to various impressions and habits of their inherited thought. In all his ages, therefore, Christian terism has meant
one thing to one person, and another thing to the other. While the highest Christian mind is always monotheistic, multitude has overtaken polytheism but slowly; and even the highest mind monotheism has been coloured by the notion of finally originating in the world of the main ghost, which has disrupted its purity, and has seriously prevented men in their
search after the truth. In this point illustration, we have now seen two very different views of the divine nature that Christian teists have held, and to observe their bearings on the scientific thoughts of modern times.* * * We have seen that since the philosophy of primitive savings did not distinguish between human ghosts and demons or deity elements,
antiquities religion is illustrated However, among some others, becomes entrest. I think it cannot be an unintentional coincidence that nature is dominated with Greeks and Hindus, the only antiquities people who achieve anything in precise science, or in metaphorics. The capacity for abstract thinking that leads Hinduism to originate from the algebra, and the
Greeks to come from geometry, and both to try to elaborate on the scientific theory of the universe, - this same capacity exposes itself in a way in which they undermine the power of nature. They can imagine the spirit of sunburn or storms without help from the concept of individual ghosts. Like the general capacity of the people, we can be ready to
understand how, when it comes to monotheism, their most prominent thinkers should be able to draft the concept of God acting in and through the power of nature, without the help of any coarse anthropomorphic symbolism. in the this, it is interesting to characteristics of God's ideas as coordinated by the three greatest fathers of the Greek Church, the
Clement of Alexandria, Origen, and Athanasius. This deep and earnest thinker philosophy is in great measure derived from Stoics. They regard Deity as undeveloped in the universe, and forever operate through natural law. In their view, God is not a local personality, away from the world, and acts on it only in the occasional way of ports and prodigy; nor the
world of lifeless machines, work blindly after several predetermined methods, and only feel the presence of God so far now and then look fit to interfere with the normal course of the procedure. On the other hand, God is a life that is always there in the world; It was through him that all things existed over time, and the natural massage of events was a
permanent revelation of wisdom and divine virtues. In keeping with this fundamental view, Clemant, for example, dismisses the Gnostic theory of softness matters, condemns asceticism, and regards the world as hallowed in the presence of climbing God. Knowing there is no difference between what human beings find and what God reveals, it is clearly
Christianity as a natural development from previous human thoughts. It is important to the idea of divine perfection that the past should contain in itself all future germs; and accordingly he attaches but little value to the wonderful stories, and looks on safety as a common cook of higher human spiritual qualities under the guidance of the oncoming Deity.
Clements's view of the circuit's discipline, Origen, is far like his master. Athanasius ventured further into the bewildering area of metaphysics. Yet in the trinity doctrine, in which he overcame a visible tendency towards polytheism in Anus theories, and avoided the illustration of the compromise between Christianity and Paganism, he continued the lines that
Clement had marked. In his deeply suggestive work on the Continuity of Christian Thought, Professor Alexander Allen therehers to set an Athanational point of view: In the formula of the Father, Son, and the Holy Spirit, as three different and corporal members in one Divine essence, there is a recognition and reconciliation of philosophical schools that have
divided the ancient world. In the idea of the most delicate father of the Oriental mind acknowledges what it's like to call deep absys, which lies back from all the phenomenon, a hidden mystery that lends admiration to the human mind who wants to know the divine. In the doctrine the eternal child reveals the Father, in nature of calm and humanity as life and
light shines through all things created, a divine reason in which the grounds share, there is a recognition of the truth after the Plato and Aristotle and Stoics are struggling, - a bond that binds creations to God in the closest organic relationship. In the doctrine of the Church's Holy Spirit guarded against any pantheistic confusion of God with the world by
upholding the life of God shown to be essentially ethical or spiritual, exposing himself in humanity in the highest form only to the extent of humanity recognizing his call, and through the Spirit of entering the communists with the Father and Son. Great as services that these Athanasius views were given in the fourth century of our era, they were rarely
considered a permanent characteristic or christian importantism. The metafysic in which they are touched is alien to the metafysics of our time, yet through this broad difference is all the more teaching to observe how closely Athanasius approaches the limitations of modern scientific thinking, only through the fundamental concept of God as the climbing life of
the universe. We will he still be more intact struck with this equation when we come to consider the impressionable character over our idea of God by the modern doctrine of evolution.* *But the Greek concept of this Divine immunity found no favor with the Latin-speaking world. There are very different notions happening, a motion that may be traced to mental
habits that attend primitive-ancestor-worship primitives. Of the materials equipped by the ghost world a kind of raw monotheism can be achieved by simply bringing back thoughts to one ghostly envy as the original descendants of all the other. Some barbarous races have gone so far, for example Zulus, who has developed a dishonesty forgery doctrine so
far to recognize his first lover, The Great Father, Unkulunkulu, who created the world. The types of strains achieved by this thought process differ essentially from the terism achieved through the nature medium. For while in the case of the latter sky or sea god is considered a mysterious spirit that acts in and through the phenomenon, in the previous case the
phenomenon is considered to be cooled into activity by some of the forces that are outside of them, and this power is understood to be a manlike in the most raw sense, has originally been thought to be the ghost of some men who once lived on the earth. In monotheism achieved by thinking along these lines of inference, the universe is understood to be a
lifeless machine of curves, which are overwhelmed by the blind forces that have been prescribed acting without; and God is understood to be an existing one other than the world in solitary confinement, inaccessible mavour, - an absent God, as Carlyle says, sitting idle since the first Sabbath, outside her universe, and 'seeing it go.' This concept demands
less from God's concept as It requires less understanding of mind and less width experience, and it has become a more common concept. The idea of God looking at is an attempt to approach reality, and therefore it taxes the power of the intense mind. The idea of an external God to the universe is an unwise symbol of approaching reality, and for that
reason it is not a tax of mental power; There is a definitive aspect of it, where the usual mind lies the content, and complains whatever is affordable to interfere with its response. I cannot be understood as ignoring the fact that these lower species of theism have been treated by some of the loftiest minds of our race, both in ancient and modern times. When
once the concept that has always been present as the idea of God has become intertry with the whole body of human thought, it is very difficult for the strongest and delicate intelligence to alter the shape that has been taken. It has become so far organized into the texture of the mind that it complies there unconsciously, like our basic axis of numbers and
magnitude; it decorates our thoughts altogether and thick without us knowing it. Both forms of thesism here differ have slowly grown up under the inevitable diverse influence that in antiquities causes nature to worship to dominate among some people, and lovers of worship among other things; they have colored all the philosophies that have been done for
more than twenty centuries; and it is rare that an educated thinker under one form ever comes to adopt another and usually uses it, except under the influence of great modern science, a tendency that, as we see now, is all in one direction. Among the ancient thinkers of God's views as isolated from the world adopted with Epikuros followers, who hold that
immoral gods should not be inconvenient to themselves about male affairs, but living their own blessed lives, uninterrupted in distant emprehension. This leaves the world quite under the path of blind power, and with it we find it portrayed in the amazing poem Lucretius, one of the loftiest monuments of the Latin genius. It is for all the appearances of the
atheist world, although the author may be more profoundly religious in spirit than any other Roman ever lived, saved Augustine; however, to its immediate scientific purpose of atheism, it is not a drawback. When we investigate the natural phenomenon, with the meaning of explaining them scientifically, the right task is simply to ensure the physical condition
in which it occurs, and the less we meddle with better metaphor or theology. As Laplace says, members in resolving its similarities, does not require the hypothesis of God. To scientific investigators, therefore, the forces of nature are uneconficial blind, such as x and y in the algebra, but this is only so long he contents himself by describing their operating
mode when he undertakes to explain those philosophy, as we will see, he cannot intelligently with his theistic hypothesis. Lucretian's philosophy, therefore, is admired as scientific coordination of those facts about the physical universe as then known, goes but very little way as philosophical. It is interesting to note that this atheism is followed directly from the
derivative species that put God outside his universe. We will find the case of modern atheism quite similar. Once the rough and misleading concept of God is rejected, since the whole progress of scientific knowledge tends to reject it, modern atheists or positivists fall back into the blind team's universe, and the contents of itself with it, while shouting from the
household that this is the whole story. To one closer to Christian ideas, note that Human beings too insanely creatures to worth Deity's notice seem at once distressing and grotesque. At Plato's view, where all christendom has been strongly influenced, there is a deep path. The nasty misery of the world brought so strongly over Plato's delicate sympathy and
moral sense that he came to conclusion almost as glory as those Buddhists who regarded existence as evil. In Timaios he describes the material world as essentially vile; he couldn't think of a genuine and sacred Deity as shown in it, and he should have separated the Creator from his creation by the entire infinitude. This view is passed on to Gnostics,
whose philosophical puzzle problem is how to explain the actions of spiritual God over the material universe. Sometimes intervals have been likened to mediation æons emanations, partially spiritual and partial material; sometimes the world is held to be a masterpiece of the devil, and in the sense there is no divine. The Greek fathers, under the lead of
Clement, adopted higher theism, clearly preserved this Gnostic thought torrent; but when Augustine it fell full force, and he was brought away with it. In his previous writings Augustine showed himself incapable of understanding Clement and Athanasius's views; but his fierce feeling towards a male lover dragged him in the opposite direction. In his sinful
doctrine of original sin, he represents humanity as disconnected from all contact with God, described as a raw anthropomorphic, far removed from the universe, and can only be accessed through the mediation office of an organized church. Compared to the thought of Greek fathers, this is a barbaric concept, but it is suitable equally low-cultural grade in
Western Europe and to the genius of Latin politics, which in the decline of the Empire is already occupying itself with great and beneficial works beneficial built an Imperial Church. For all these reasons, Augustinia's theology took place, and in the Dark Ages that followed it became deeply stuck into the internal fibers of Latin Christianity that it remained
dominant in the same days in Catholic and Protestant churches. With some exceptions, every child born of a Christian parent in Western Europe or in America grew up with the idea of God the outline carved out on the man's mind by Augustine fifteen centuries ago. Nay, more, it is not too much to say that the three doctrine body pots now known as
Christianity, unwanted by the Scriptures and never dreamed of Christ or its messengers, first taking coherent form in these great Roman writings, separated from the apostasy by such an interval that separates us from romance. , separated from the apostasy by such intervals that separates us from this great Roman creation, separated from the apostasy by
such an interval that separates us from this great Roman creation, separated from the apostasy by such an interval that separates us from this great Roman invention, which is separated from the apostasy of such an interval that separates us from this great Roman invention , separated from the apostasy by such intervals that separates us from this great
Roman creation, separated from the apostasy by such an interval that separates us from this great Roman creation, separated from the apostasy by such an interval that separates us from this great Roman invention, which is separated from the apostasy of such an interval that separates us from this great Roman invention , the idea of God in which all these
Augustinian doctrines are ideas activated by passion and human purpose, localized in space, and completely far from that inert machine, the universe in which we live, and where he acts alternatingly through the suspension of so-called natural laws. So very much has this concept penetrating Christendom's thoughts that we continue to find it at the bottom of
speculation and the argument of the man who would warmly reject it as stated in his naked outline. It dominates the same reason as those who believe and are sceptical, members and atheists; it cramped at once protests raised by orthodoxy against every new measure in science and attacks made by materialism over every religious concept in the world;
and thus it is primarily responsible for a complicated misunderstanding that, by the confusion of lamenting thought, is commonly called an interfaith and science conflict. In error illustrations was brought about by the Augustinian Deity concept, we can cite theological protests prompted against Newtonia's gravity theory and darwin theory of natural selection.
Leibnitz, who as a mathematician but slightly lower than Newton himself may have expected to be easily convinced by the truth of gravity theory, was however prevented by theological scruples from accepting it. It appeared to him that it replaced the physical team's actions for Deity's direct actions. Now the fall of This Leibnitz argument is easily detected. It
lies in the metaphorical misconception of the meaning of the word force. The force is implicitly considered to be a type of entity or demon, which has a manner of action distinguished from god; otherwise, it does not mean to talk about replacing the other. But people like force are barbaric thinking recalls, intelligently dissented by Science. When astronomers
talk about two planets as attractive to each other with varying forces directly as their crowds and inversely as their distance plains apart, it only uses the phrase as a simple metaphor that to describe the way in which the observed movements of both bodies occur. It explains that in the presence of each other both bodies are observed to alter their position in
a certain determined way, and this is all intended. It is all that strict scientific hypotheses may be able to claim, and it is all that observations may be possible to prove. Whatever goes beyond this, and imagines or emphasizes a kind of pull between the two bodies, not science, but metaphoric. Atheist metaphys can imagine any pull, and can interpret it as an
act of something that is not God; but such conclusions cannot find support in scientific theorem, which is only a general description of the phenomenon. The general consideration of the existence and direct action of Deity was otherwise founded uninterrupted by the establishment of any such scientific theorem. We are still free to maintain that it is The Deity's
direct action indicated in the planetary movement; having done nothing else with our Newtonian hypothesis rather than building a happy formula for expressing manifestation mode or arrangement. We may have learned something new about the way Divine actions; we certainly don't replace any other kind of action for it. And what is clear in this simple
astronomical example is equally true in every case whatever where a set of phenomena is interpreted by reference to another set. In any case science can use word of force or cause except as a descriptive metaphor of some sequence of phenomena observed or observed. And as a result, in the forthcoming unimpaid, as long as important circumstances of
human thinking are maintained, can science even try to replace the actions of any other force for Deity's direct actions. Leibnitz's prompted theological protests against Newton were repeated words for word by Agassiz in his comments against Darwin. He regards it as a lethal protest against Darwin's theory that appears to replace the physical team's actions
for The God's creative actions. The fallout here is the same as in Leibnitz's argument. Mr. Darwin has convinced us that the existence of a very complicated organism is the result of an aggregate of insane conditions that range up to a few minutes to look trivial or accidental; however, consistent therapists will always occupy an inevitable position in
maintaining that overall in each of its occurrences is an immediate manifestation of creative creative action In this relationship it is temporary worth stating clearly what is the exact territory of the scientific explanation. It is not clear that since philosophical terism must regard Divine power as an immediate source of all phenomena equal, therefore science
cannot properly explain any particular phenomenal group by referring directly to Deity's actions? Such references are not an explanation, since it adds nothing to our previous knowledge either a phenomenon or the way Divine actions are. The science business is simply to determine in a way that phenomena together with each other or follow each other, and
the only type of explanation for which it can deal properly is that refers to a set of phenomena to another set. In pursuit of this, legitimate business, science does not touch the theological territory in any way, and there is no concessible opportunity for any conflict between the two. From this and previous considerations taken together it follows not only that the
explanations as contained in the theory of Newtonia and Darwinia are entirely consistent with terism, but also that they are the only kind of explanation for which science can worry itself altogether. To say that complex organisms are created directly by Deity is to make a guarantor who, however true in a theistic, truly vulnerable sense. It is not a profit to the
terism, which must be taken for granted before an upholding can be made; and it's not a profit to science, which still needs to ask its questions, How? We are now preparing to see that theological protests prompted against the theories of Newtonia and Darwinia have its roots in the kind of unsuitable theism that Augustine did so much to illustrate over the
western world. Obviously, if Leibnitz and Agassiz were educated in higher theism shared by Clement and Athanasius in ancient times with Spinoza and Goethe in later days; if they were accustomed to conceived God as would not have happened in the universe and remain creative, then the argument they urged with so many feelings would never have
happened to them. With no possibility that such an argument has entered their minds. To conceive physical power as a force for which the action can in any wise be replaced for Deity's actions will in that case have been completely impossible. Such a concept involves the idea of God as far from the world and acting on it from the outside. The whole notion
of what an advocate theological writer calls the secondary cause involves the idea of God. Higher theism or Athanasian do not know any secondary reason in the world where each event flows straight away Other First Causes. It does not know any physical force saves as an immediate manifestation of God's omnipresent creative power. In the exhillation of
physical power, and implied implied Between their actions and Deity, there is something very much like the survival of thought habits that characterize ancient polytheism. What are these great forces but small gods, who are supposed to encroach on the holy domain of the Zeus ruler? When someone speaks replacing Gravity's actions for Deity's direct
actions, does it hover somewhere in the dim background of the amborn concept of spectre Gravitation in the rebel titan guise? Undoforiably it is not easy to bring any person to acknowledge such accusations, but the uninforced and unrecorded part is simply the most persistent and misunderstanding. It's not so many generations, after all, because our lovers
are barbarians and polytechnics; and their barbaric thinking debris continues to intrude unfounded into the midst of our scientific culture gained lately. In most philosophical discussions many loose phrases are used, to find the right connotations in which we must return to the primitive and desistant age. Such is the case with phrases in which the forces of
nature are identified and described as something else from the omnipresent Deity manifestations. This subject is so important that I must describe it from another point of view. We must observe the way in which, along with the progress of scientific findings, theological arguments have come to be recalled by the bizarre assumption that the larger part of the
universe is god. Here again we must return a moment into the primeval world, and observe how behind each physical phenomenon that there should be quasi-human passion and quasi-human permission. Now the phenomenon that was first arranged and systematic in men's thinking, and therefore making subjects something like scientific generalization, is
the easiest, most accessible, and the most controlled phenomenon; and from this quasi-human concept will soon fade. There are savings that believe that hatching and kettles have a soul, but men accidentally alienate beliefs like this long before they exit the belief that there are gods like ghosts inside the tempest, or in the sun and months. After many
cultural ages, men no longer consider the common and frequently recurring natural phenomenon as instant results of volition, and book this key explanation for extraordinary or devastating phenomena, such as comets and eclipses, or starvation and plague. As a result of this thought habit, in no time, Nature seems divided into two antithetical territories. On
the one hand, there is a phenomenon going on with simple bigotry that seems to exclude the idea of capricious volition; and this become a natural law. On the other hand, there are and an uninsprecedented phenomenon in which the presence of the law cannot be detected so easily; and this should shape the realm of immediate Divine action. This antithesis
forever haunts the minds of men sown with lower theism or August; and that has formed a bigger part of the Christian world. It tends to make theologians hostile to science and science men hostile to theology. As general scientific has gradually expanded the natural legal region, the theological region has been assigned to Divine action has decreased. Every
finding in science has disarmed territory from the latter territory, and added it to the former. Each such finding has been promoted and established in bitter and violent opposition teeth on the part of theologians. The desperate struggle it has had for several centuries, in which science has won every disputed position, while theology, not taught by perennial
defeat, is still valiantly defending the small corners it abandons. Still so long a typical theologian rests his case when assumptions of harassment, caprice, and magical disorders with nature's journey. He naively asks, If plants and animals have naturally originated, if the world as a whole has grown and is not produced, and if human action complies with the
law, what is next to God do? If not formally restored, would he not thrust back to the old days, as a source of uncensored matters, which were disseminated for the sake of form, but perhaps also, for all practical purposes, abandoned? Scientific inquiries can counter that difficulty is one of the theologyes that has been created for itself. It is certainly not a
science that has got rid of God's creative activities to some unanswered moment in his years, and left him without a job in the present world. It is not the science responsible for the differences in misunderstandings between Divine actions and natural laws. The difference comes from the loose habit of ignorant philosophy, and is bequeathed in modern times
by the theology of the Latin church. A small blame for the atheist who, beginning on such a basis, thinks he can interpret the universe without the idea of God! He but did as well he knew how, with the materials given to him. One only has, however, to adopt higher Clement and Athanasius thees, and this claims the antagonist between science and theology,
for which so much heart has been sad, so much of a dark mind, vanishing at once and forever. Once really adopt the ever-present concept of God, with the non-sparrow exit falling to the ground, and it it is clear that the ruling of gravity is but the expression of a certain Divine action mode. And what is true of one law is true of all laws. laws. in the thought of
Divine actions are therefore identified by orderly actions, and to whom a truly irregular phenomenon will look like a manifestation of sheer diabolism, predicting in every possible former strain of his faith's new confirmation knowledge to God. From its point of view there can be no antagony between our duties as our inquiries and obligations as worship. To him
no part of the universe is god. In swaying to and the molecular foam and endless pulses of ether, in the secular transition of the planet's orbit, in a busy work of frost and rain-falling, in a mystery of triggering seeds, in the story of death and ever-renewed life, at dawn of baby intelligence, in various bonds of men from age to age, she finds that evoke a soul to
reverse awe; and every act of scientific explanation but reveals an opening which highlights the glory of His Majesty.This is part of a two-part series. Read part two here. Here.
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